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From walks around the neighborhood to members posting on social media using water 
jugs as weights, like most other parts of our daily routines, quarantine has changed our 
exercise habits too. With the closing of gyms and cancellation of workout classes, we’ve 
seen some interesting changes in how members are burning calories.  

We took a look at how workouts have changed since quarantine began, check out our 
interesting findings below! 

https://loseitblog.com/2020/05/07/data-story-how-our-exercise-routines-have-changed-since-quarantine/


 

Cardio is on the rise 



No at-home elliptical? No problem! It looks like members are focused on burning 
calories through prolonged movement, with overall cardio up 10% and running up 20%. 

Namaste at home 

With regular workout classes canceled, people are turning to at home workouts for 
some movement with workout videos up 12%. We’ve also seen a rise in popularity for 
flexibility and balance workouts with logging up 14%, and more members are doing 
yoga than before, with logging up 20%. 

Housework counts as exercise! 

Members have been getting creative with how they’re burning calories during 
quarantine while also focusing on home improvement. Housework logging as an 
exercise is up 4%, with lawn mowing up 29%, gardening up 26%, home repair up 4% 
and house cleaning up 1%.  

Beyond home maintenance, people are looking for other ways to stay active at home, 
with dog-walking up 13% and even sexual activity up 6%.  

Family-friendly exercises are on the rise, 

Who says we’re too old to play outside? More time at home comes with it’s benefits, like 
more time with family. As we look to keep busy and burn calories, we’ve seen a spike in 
family-friendly exercises logging for adults with scootering up 81%, rollerblading up 
24%, trampoline up 22%, and jumping rope up 6%.  

And people are looking for ways to get outdoors – in solitude.  

As the weather warms up and we look for ways to get out of the house while still social 
distancing, we’ve seen a spike in members logging calories burned while out in nature. 
Some are taking to the water with surfing up 22% and kayaking up 5%, while others 
prefer land with hiking up 13% and golfing up 10%.  

Bottom Line 



Over the past couple of months we’ve seen exercise routines fluctuate and evolve as 
members focus on their health and wellness goals during quarantine. Whether it’s 
housework, hiking, or family time; we’re not surprised that our community of dedicated 
members have adapted to new routines and new workouts!  

In the past couple of weeks, we’ve taken a look at exercise trends, carb intake, sugar 
consumption, and changing diet trends. Stay tuned for next week as we dive into how 
healthier food logging trends have changed since COVID-19 began affecting our 
community. 
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